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Abstract 

 Diabetic patients have impaired wound repair due to decreased fibroblast infiltration, 

growth factor production, and angiogenesis.  Decellularized human placental biomaterials have 

high levels of extra-cellular matrix components, are rich in growth factors that promote 

angiogenesis, and have anti-inflammatory properties, so it was hypothesized that placental 

biomaterial could enhance healing in diabetic mice.  Fibroblasts were cultured in a 10% placental 

biomaterial solution, and controls were unaugmented.  Real-time PCR and thymidine and proline 

uptake were used to determine collagen type I synthesis and fibroblast proliferation respectively.  

Two dorsal lesions were subsequently induced in eighteen diabetic rats.  One lesion was 

untreated; the other was covered with placental biomaterial or porcine small intestinal 

submucosa and secured with sutures.  Rats were sacrificed 1, 2, or 3 weeks postoperatively and 

analyzed on macroscopic appearance, fibrosis, epithelialization, and inflammation.  In vitro 

placental augmentation resulted a six-fold increase in collagen synthesis and a significant 

increase in fibroblast proliferation.  In vivo placental biomaterial treatments significantly 

increased epithelialization without increasing inflammation.  Placental biomaterial-treated 

wounds had re-epithelialized within two weeks, whereas submucosa treatments required three.  

These results indicate that placental biomaterial accelerates wound recovery due to enhanced 

fibroblast proliferation and collagen type I production.   Diabetes is a challenging wound-repair 

model; as such placental biomaterial may have implications for treating injuries in both diabetic 

and healthy patients.	  

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes is a chronic disease characterized by high blood glucose level.  Due to the rising 

obesity epidemic, diabetes has become a substantial problem in the United States, affecting 29.1 

million people—9.3% of the population (1)—at a cost of $245 billion each year (2).  

Complications stemming from diabetes are now the seventh leading cause of death in the US, 

and as 86 million Americans are now at risk of developing the disease, these human and 

financial burdens will continue to increase (1,2).   

Among the direst effects of diabetes is a substantial impairment in wound healing.  

Natural wound healing occurs in three phases.  During the inflammatory phase, a clot forms at 

the injury site, and the blood vessels subsequently dilate to allow access to nutrients, white blood 

cells, and growth factors (3,4).  This is followed by the proliferative phase, in which fibroblasts 

recruited to the injury site initiate angiogenesis and deposit collagen type III and other 

extracellular matrix components (5).  Finally, during the maturation phase, collagen type III is 

broken down and replaced with collagen type I fibers which are arrayed along lines of tension to 

provide additional mechanical strength (3).  These processes are substantially disrupted in 

diabetic patients, often leading to chronic, non-healing wounds.  Vascular insufficiency 

diminishes the delivery of oxygen, nutrients, and white blood cells to the injury site (6).  

Decreased oxygen impairs the function of cells necessary from proper wound repair, and the lack 

of white blood cells may increase the risk of infection.  Moreover, diabetes is associated with a 

substantial decrease in fibroblast infiltration, inhibiting the proliferative and maturation phases of 

healing (7).  Finally, diabetes lowers the production of basic fibroblast growth factor and 

vascular endothelial growth factor (8), which are vital to the process of angiogenesis (9, 10, 11).  

For these reasons, treatment of diabetic wounds costs between nine and thirteen billion dollars 



per year, and these injuries substantially lower the quality of life of those suffering from the 

disease (12, 13). 

Placental biomaterial (PBM) is an attractive substrate for use as a scaffold for a number 

of reasons.  It contains numerous natural growth factors, many of which have been shown to 

enhance tissue repair (10).  It contains a large amount of extracellular matrix, which includes 

collagen, elastin, laminin, and proteoglycans.  Furthermore, it also has natural antibacterial and 

anti-inflammatory properties and may prevent infections from occurring.  For this reason, it was 

predicted that the administration of placental biomaterial on external wounds of diabetic rats 

would accelerate and improve the quality of wound repair when compared with small intestine 

submucosa (SIS)—a common wound treatment—and untreated controls.  The material chosen 

for this study was Aedicell (Aedicell, Jersey City, NY), a decellularized, lyophilized placental 

biomaterial which may act as both a scaffold and metabolism enhancer for fibroblasts.  The 

purpose of this experiment was to determine whether PBM could be a cost-effective wound 

dressing for use in diabetic patients, promoting rapid wound healing and decrease complications 

related to the injury.   

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In vitro 

 In vitro studies were conducted prior to animal testing to determine the metabolic effects 

of the PBM material on fibroblasts. 

Quantitative RT-PCR:  In this study, rat fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM + 10% FBS 

supplemented with antibiotics and antimycotics.  In the experimental group, this was further 

supplemented with an intact PBM patch such that the patch made up 10% of the volume of the 



	  

resulting solution.  The control group was not supplemented with the patch.  Fibroblasts were 

harvested after 24, 48, 72, and 144 hours and extracted for RNA using the High Pure RNA 

Isolation Kit (Roche Applied Science, Nutley, NJ).  

     All samples were analyzed in triplicate using quantitative real-time, reverse transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction (qRTPCR) using Eurogentec chemistry and the Universal Probe 

Library (Roche Applied Science). Collagen type I expression was measured using the primer pair 

listed below to assess fibroblast gene expression.  All qRTPCR runs were normalized with 

GAPDH, HPRT1, and RPL13A reference genes, designed through Roche RealTime Ready 

Designs for rattus norvegicus. Calculations were performed using the 2-Δ ΔCT method, as 

described by Arocho A, et al (14).   

 

Collagen type I primers:  5’-GCTGAATCCTTCCGTGTT-3’ 

     5’-AGGGAGGGGACTTATCTG-3’ 

 

Metabolic Studies: 160,000 fibroblasts were seeded into each well of six-well culture plates and 

suspended in DMEM + 10% FBS supplemented with antibiotic and antimycotic. Cells were 

allowed 24 hours to attach to the plate after which PBM was added to three of six wells in each 

culture plate such that the biomaterial comprised 10% of the volume of each well. On days 1,2,3 

and 7, cell proliferation and collagen synthesis were determined via uptake of tritiated thymidine 

(H3-Thy) and tritiated proline (H3-Pro), respectively. To measure cell proliferation, a pulse 

media composed of 50µl H3-Thy/100 ml media was added to the culture well 24 hours prior to 

the experimental time point. Cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline to remove 

unincorporated isotope.  These cells were subsequently lysed, and scintillation counting was used 



to measure incorporated isotope. Collagen synthesis measurement by H3-Pro uptake was 

performed using pulse media of 250µl H3-Pro/ 10ml media added to the culture well 4 hours 

prior to the experimental time point.  All scintillation counts were normalized by DNA content 

using Hoechst 33258.  Data is expressed as cpm/ug DNA.  Further preparation and scintillation 

counting was similar to H3-Thy.  

Statistical analysis: Data was analyzed utilizing the unpaired Student’s t-test. Statistical 

significance was defined as p<0.05. 

In vivo 

Animals and experimental design:  For this experiment wound repair was examined in Zucker 

Diabetic Fatty rats, a type II diabetes animal model (Taconic Biosciences, Cranbury, NJ).  All 

rats were 8-10 week-old males between 300 and 400 grams in mass.  General anesthesia was 

induced via inhalation of 3% isoflourane with 1L O2 for induction and was maintained using 1-

2% isoflourane with 1L O2.  Each rat received 1cm full-thickness paramedial dorsal defects 

induced with a 1.5cm biopsy punch.  Either a PBM or Oasis (Cook Biotech, West Lafayette, 

IN)—porcine-derived SIS matrix—patch was inserted into one defect, and the site was secured 

using 5-0 Vicryl sutures.  The contralateral defect served as the control, and consequently was 

left untreated.  Both wound sites were dressed with a transparent adhesive film protect the defect.  

The 18 rats were divided into three groups of six; these groups were sacrificed after 1, 2, and 3 

weeks.  All methods were approved by IACUC at the Feinstein Institute. 

Macroscopic examination: Photographs of the defects were taken at 1, 2, and 3 weeks.  The 

relative size, depth, and inflammation of the defects at each time point were used to compare the 



healing rates of the control, PBM-treated, and Oasis-treated defects.  The incidence of exudates, 

infections, or other complications were taken into consideration as well. 

Histology: The animals were euthanized 1, 2, or 3 weeks postoperatively via CO2 asphyxiation, 

and the defects were surgically excised.  These samples and were fixed in formalin, dehydrated, 

embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 microns, and mounted onto slides, which were subsequently 

stained with hematoxylin and eosin. A pathologist blinded to the study graded the specimens on 

three criteria: inflammation, epithelialisation, and collagen formation using the Abramov 4-point 

scale: 0=none, 1=scant, 2=moderate, and 3=abundant.  

Statistical analysis: Changes in histologic scores over time were analyzed using an ANOVA 

two-way test.  Comparisons between treatment groups were conducted using the unpaired 

Student’s t-test.  Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05. 

RESULTS 

In vitro 

qRTPCR: Tenocytes cultured with placental material demonstrated a progressive, significant 

increase in collagen type I gene expression at 1, 3, and 6 days.  The increase in gene expression 

was 6 fold above the control for collagen type I after day 6.   

Metabolic studies: Cell proliferation as measured by incorporation of tritiated proline (p=0.016) 

and thymidine (p=0.016) had increased significantly compared to the control by one week in 

culture (Figures 1 & 2).  Collagen synthesis was also significantly enhanced by co-culture with 

placental biomaterial. 

In vivo 



Macroscopic: Gross macroscopic observation showed that PBM- and SIS-treated defects were 

similar in size at week one and were substantially smaller than the controls.  Both PBM and 

Oasis reduced inflammation and exudates relative to the control, although both parameters were 

further reduced in the PBM treatment group.  Granulation tissue was also evident in the wound 

base of PBM-treated lesions (Figure 3).   

By week two, the PBM-treated wounds had been almost completely covered with 

epithelium.  Oasis-treated lesions were substantially smaller than the untreated controls, but were 

still exposed (Figure 4).   

By week three, the PBM-treated defects had been completely covered in epithelium and 

appeared to have healed.  Oasis lesions had developed an epithelial layer as well (Figure 5). 

Histology:  PBM-treated wounds had more extensive epithelialization at all time points than the 

Oasis and control treatments.  These differences were significant at week two (p=0.017) and 

week three (p=0.025) between the PBM and control wounds (Figure 6).  Epithelialization 

increased significantly throughout the trial (p<0.001).  PBM treatments accelerated cartilage 

synthesis as well; at weeks one and two, PBM-treated wounds demonstrated significantly more 

fibrosis than controls (p<0.02), although there was no significant difference in fibrosis at week 3 

(Figure 7).  Moreover, PBM did not increase inflammation; there were no significant differences 

in inflammation between PBM and controls or between PBM and SIS treatments at any 

timepoint (Figure 8). 

 DISCUSSION 

 The purpose of this experiment was to determine if PBM could accelerate wound healing 

when used as a wound covering.  Placental amnion/chorion tissue contains abundant ECM 



proteins, such as fibronectin and laminin, and high concentrations of growth factors, including 

PDGF-AA, PDGF-BB, TGFa, TGF-B1, bFGF, and EGF, which may augment wound healing 

(11, 15-16).  It has been demonstrated to improve migration and proliferation of fibroblasts in 

vitro (14) and to improve angiogenesis in vivo (11).  For this reason, it was hypothesized that 

PBM would accelerate wound healing in a diabetes rat model. 

 This treatment may substantially improve the prognosis of diabetic patients suffering 

from foot ulcers.  Even using costly treatments, such as autografts and xenografts, these wounds 

heal slowly, causing prolonged pain, discomfort, and increasing the risk of complications.  In a 

clinical trial involving 120 patients, only 55% percent of ulcers treated with acellular porcine 

intestinal submucosa had healed within twelve weeks (17).  In similar studies involving 

fibroblast- and keratinocyte- embedded bovine collagen, 56-59% of ulcers had healed within 

twelve weeks (17).  Autograft materials were relatively ineffective as well; only 42% of diabetic 

lesions treated with autologous keratinocytes embedded on a silicon membrane had healed after 

18 weeks.  Using an analogous treatment, only 78% of lesions had healed after nine months (17).  

In contrast, 85% of diabetic patients treated with EpiFix, an amnion/chorion allograft, had 

recovered after only four weeks, and 95% had recovered after six weeks (18).  These results 

indicate that PBM can substantially improve outcomes for diabetic patients. 

 The results of our in vitro studies demonstrated that PBM supports the proliferation and 

collagen type I production of fibroblasts.  Collagen is a vital component of scar tissue; as such, a 

large increase in collagen expression may induce rapid wound healing.  This was confirmed by 

in vivo testing.  Histological examination revealed that PBM accelerated the synthesis of 

collagen type I in the injury site.  Moreover, the material substantially increased the rate of 

epithelialization; PBM-treated injuries were re-epithelialized within two weeks, whereas SIS and 



control treatments took three weeks to heal.  This may reduce complications associated with 

these injuries; open wounds are more susceptible to infiltration by pathogens, so the rapid wound 

covering promoted by PBM may prevent infections from occurring.  This is especially 

significant for diabetics, as diabetic neuropathy reduces sensation in the extremities, and as such 

many serious infections may go unnoticed. 

 One potential risk associated with PBM is inflammation or rejection.  PBM is a human-

derived biomaterial, and therefore may provoke an immune response in rats.  However, the PBM 

patches did not significantly increase inflammation relative to the Oasis and control treatments.  

Placental-derived ECM has known anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial properties; this may 

have offset any inflammation caused by the implantation of a xenogenic material.  This has 

implications for the treatment of humans.  Aedicell is human-derived; as a result, human patients 

should see less inflammation and fewer complications than rats resulting from this treatment. 

 The promising results of this study show that PBM and other placental-derived therapies 

are effective wound treatments and further research should be pursued.  Further studies on PBM 

should include large sample sizes, which may be better able to achieve statistical significance.  

Further studies may also quantify angiogenesis, extracellular matrix production, and fibroblast 

infiltration in vivo, all of which have implications in wound healing.  Finally, the effectiveness of 

placental treatments should be tested in healthy as well as diabetic animals.  Diabetic animals 

have reduced wound healing; as such, they provide a challenging model for wound healing.  The 

effectiveness of placental patches may therefore be enhanced when implanted in healthy 

organisms. 
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Nonstandard Abbreviations 

Placental biomaterial: PBM 

 

Figure Legends 

Figure 1: Cell proliferation as measured by tritiated proline uptake normalized by DNA content.  

Proline uptake was substantially increased by the placental biomaterial treatment relative to the 

controls (p=0.017). 

Figure 2: Cell proliferation as measured by tritiated thymidine uptake normalized by DNA 

content.  Thymidine uptake was substantially increased by the placental biomaterial treatment 

relative to the controls (p=0.016). 

Figure 3: The above figure shows rats receiving PBM and SIS treatments after one week.  The 

PBM- and Oasis-treated defects are similar in size, but are substantially smaller than untreated 

controls.  More extensive epithelialization is evident in the PBM-covered lesions.  The arrows 

indicate the PBM- and SIS-treated lesions. 



Figure 4: The above figure shows the extent of healing after two weeks.  Both the PBM- and 

SIS-defects have decreased in size, and the PBM defect has re-epithelialized.  The arrows 

indicate the PBM- and SIS-treated lesions. 

Figure 5: By week three, the PBM-treated lesions have completely healed, and the SIS lesions 

have been re-epithelialized.  The arrows indicate the PBM- and SIS-treated lesions. 

Figure 6: Epithelialization scoring for untreated, PBM-treated, and SIS-treated lesions as graded 

by a blinded pathologist.  No epithelialization was evident for the control and SIS treatments at 

week one.  The PBM-treated lesions showed early and sustained increased levels of 

epithelialization relative to the SIS and control treatments. 

Figure 7: Fibrosis scoring for untreated, PBM-treated, and SIS-treated lesions as graded by a 

blinded pathologist.  PBM treatments significantly accelerated collagen synthesis relative to the 

untreated controls, resulting in more extensive fibrosis at weeks one and two (p<0.02). 

Figure 8: Inflammation scoring for untreated, PBM-treated, and SIS-treated lesions as graded by 

a blinded pathologist.  There were no significant differences in inflammation between the three 

groups. 
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